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Photo : JM Liot / Défi Azimut

After sailing a masterful race, Jérémie Beyou and Franck Cammas crossed the
finish line of the Défi Azimut - Lorient Agglomération’s 48H classic at 04:16
UTC this Saturday in the pitch black of pre-dawn.
Charal’s two co-skippers secured victory after 1 day 17 hours and 46 minutes
of racing around an Atlantic course spanning about 600 miles, where the fleet
encountered all the different points of sail in a variety of wind and sea
conditions, punctuated by the passage of countless squalls. 
This victory celebrates the alchemy of two sailors on a constant quest to
perform well, focused solely on getting the absolute best out of their fantastic
flying machine. They had to post a creditable performance against some
incisive rivals who were attacking hard throughout, starting with the duos
helming Macif Santé Prévoyance (Dalin-Bidégorry) and For The Planet
(Goodchild-Ruyant). 
As a result, even Lorient’s erratic winds in the early hours were unable to shake
up the podium positions in this 48H Azimut. Charlie Dalin and Pascal Bidégorry
on Macif Santé Prévoyance were second across the line after 1 day, 19 hours
and 34 minutes of racing, followed by Sam Goodchild and Thomas Ruyant on
For The Planet (1 day, 20 h, 02 minutes).
A match made in heaven for these two pairings, ultimately they were able to
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hold rank and guaranteed a thrilling battle at the top of the leader board from
beginning to end, Macif even moving up into first place between waypoint 2 and
3 before yielding it once more on the third leg.
Thanks to a final squall at the end of yesterday, the three boats ended up
bunched around the last mark. Positioned slightly to leeward, For The Planet
allowed Macif Santé Prévoyance to sneak past them to gain a slight edge
offshore of the Loire estuary and the podium order was decided.
The winner’s lead of 1 hour 48 minutes in no way reflects the intensity of the
race sailed by these three pairings, who will be lining up for the start of the
Transat Jacques Vabre in less than a month with the prospect of a very
different race format on the cards, albeit with the same ambitions...

Photo : JL Carli / Defi Azimut - Lorient Agglomération

Dockside reactions
A collection of the quotes from the two co-skippers of Charal upon arrival
dockside in Lorient La Base. After a race they describe as “unsettled and
intense”, Jérémie Beyou and Franck Cammas make no secret of their delight at
securing victory after a hard-won battle coloured by a pacey offshore sprint that
showcased the great cohesion of this high-performance duo.
The race 
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Jérémie Beyou 
“On a competitive level first of all it was very comprehensive. We got off to a
good start. We then got caught up in a whole bunch of seaweed and had to
raise the foil. It felt great to beat our way back up through the fleet afterwards.
The downwind section wasn’t bad. We made a few small errors, but each time
we found that we were a bit off the pace we managed to play catch up. The
standard among the fleet is incredibly high. When you win intense races like
these, it’s quite something. Psychologically it feels good. I’ve been waiting for
this for quite some time and it was especially nice to sail with Frank, who was a
Défi Azimut rookie. 
It’s my second victory in this race, which I love and it always brings me
something special. 
We got caught in a squall at the last mark before the beat home and had to
round up in haste and furl everything in, whilst the others really came back
hard. That particular manoeuvre was far from easy and you come out of it
shattered. We were pleased there was still a 200-mile beat to the finish.”

Franck Cammas
“Everything was quite complicated with fairly breaking seas. It was very
unsettled. Yesterday afternoon, we got caught up in another 40-knot squall,
which we weren’t expecting. The 48H Azimut is very comprehensive with a
course alternating between all the different points of sail. It’s reassuring to finish
in front. It means that we’re on track in terms of speed. We didn’t sail a very
good reach, but on all the other tacks, we were definitely good, especially
close-hauled at the end, with MACIF trying to hang onto us but ending up falling
off the pace. Tactically we didn’t make too many silly mistakes.”

The pairing
Jérémie Beyou
“We’re still a young couple, but it’s working out increasingly well. Strategically
we’re both on the same page. We agree on what needs to be done. It feels like
each of us is able to bring to the plate what he feels will work and it’s put to
good use.”
Franck Cammas
“We easily come together on the same wavelength. Each of us was educated
at Port-La-Forêt and we share the same way of thinking. We’re moulded for
that.”
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The Transat Jacques Vabre
Franck Cammas: “It’s not the same race. It’s going to be very long, with some
long days sailing downwind in the trade wind, at least that’s how I hope things
will play out. We’ll see other boats stand out, but I hope we’ll be among them.
It’s certainly a possibility as we’ve really stepped up our game this year.”

Final word
Jérémie Beyou: “I’d just like to spare a thought for Nico Troussel. The reach
was certainly pretty violent. It was an invitation to break a whole bunch of
things. I’m disappointed it fell down to him again.”

MEDIAS

Photos et vidéos au format HD sont disponibles sur le serveur IMOCA.

WHATSAPP

Pour recevoir les dernières
informations de la course en temps
réel, inscrivez-vous sur le groupe

WhatsApp. 

Je m'inscris

ACCREDITATIONS

Afin de facilitez votre accueil sur
place vous pouvez vous accréditer
en cliquant sur le lien ci-dessous.

Je m'accrédite
 

LES ENGAGES

Groupe Apicil (Damien Seguin / Laurent Bourgues)
Biotherm (Paul Meilhat / Mariana Lobato)
Bureau Vallée (Louis Burton / Davy Beaudart)
Charal (Jérémie Beyou / Franck Cammas)
Corum L’Epargne (Nicolas Troussel / Benjamin Schwartz)
Coup de Pouce - Giffard Manutention (Manu Cousin / Clément Giraud)
DeVenir (Violette Dorange / Damien Guillou)
D’Ieteren Group (Denis Van Weynbergh / Erwann Le Mene)
DMG MORI Global One (Kojiro Shiraishi / Benoit Mariette)

https://imoca.photoshelter.com/galleries/C0000_yg4BxXXUms/2023-DEFI-AZIMUT-LORIENT-AGGLOMERATION
https://chat.whatsapp.com/IuMyvOpqFTY14UBb4j2ORc
https://www.defi-azimut.net/fr/demande-d-accreditation-presse
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Fives group - Lantana environnement (Louis Duc / Remi Aubrun)
For the Planet (Sam Goodchild / Thomas Ruyant)
Fortinet - Best Western (Romain Attanasio / Loïs Berrehar)
Foussier - Mon courtier Energie (Sébastien Marsset / Sophie Faguet)
Freelance.com (Guirec Soudée / Roland Jourdain)
Gentoo Sailing Team (James Harayda / Stéphane Le Diraison)
Hublot (Alan Roura / Simon Koster)
Human (Antoine Cornic / Jean-Charles Luro)
Initiatives Coeur (Sam Davies / Jack Bouttell)
La Mie Câline (Arnaud Boissières / Gérald Véniard)
Lazare (Tanguy Le Turquais / Felix de Navacelle)
L’Occitane en Provence (Clarisse Cremer / Alan Roberts)
MACIF (Charlie Dalin / Pascal Bidégorry)
MACSF (Isabelle Joschke / Alain Gautier)
Maître Coq V (Yannick Bestaven / Julien Pulvé)
Malizia - Seaexplorer (Boris Herrmann / Will Harris)
Monnoyeur - Duo for a job (Benjamin Ferré / Pierre Le Roy)
Nexans - Arts & Fenêtres (Fabrice Amedeo / Andréas Baden)
Oliver Heer Ocean Racing (Oliver Heer / Nils Palmieri)
Paprec Arkéa (Yoann Richomme / Yann Elies)
Prysmian Group (Giancarlo Pedote / Gaston Morvan)
STAND AS ONE (Eric Bellion / Martin Le Pape)
Szabi Ocean Racing (Weöres Szabolcs / Irina Gracheva)
Teamwork (Justine Mettraux / Julien Villion)
V AND B - MONBANA – MAYENNE (Maxime Sorel / Christopher Pratt)

CONTACTS

Sillages Communication
Matthieu Honoré
06 30 54 42 90
matthieu@sillages-communication.com
www.sillages-communication.com
 

PARTENAIRES

mailto:matthieu@sillages-communication.com
http://www.sillages-communication.com/
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https://www.facebook.com/Defiazimut/
https://twitter.com/defiazimut
https://www.instagram.com/defiazimut/
https://www.defi-azimut.net/fr
https://www.linkedin.com/company/d%C3%A9fi-azimut/
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLyI2Te0YPIOrcGrNVFGOYutMcTygp52W8
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